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The National Health Service (NHS) of England was established in 1948, with general practitioners as the principal providers of primary care and gatekeepers to other health services. This model of care has undergone substantial change. The GPs’ monopoly on primary care has been broken by nurse-led services, including NHS Direct, which provides 24-hour health advice by telephone, and NHS walk-in centres, which treat minor illness and injury. Within general practice, GPs working alone have given way to large multidisciplinary teams, employing six or more doctors and a wide range of administrative and clinical staff.1 Practice nurses and nurse practitioners increasingly substitute for GPs in the care of minor illness and routine management of chronic diseases, such as asthma, diabetes and coronary heart disease.2

The same trend is found in hospital settings, where “advanced practice nurses” and “clinical nurse specialists” have extended their scope of practice into areas previously the province of doctors alone. A survey of 490 NHS Trusts conducted in 1996 found that 87% of them employed clinical nurse specialists (3191 nurses in total) while 36% employed advanced practice nurses (316 nurses in total).3 The most common areas of employment for clinical nurse specialists were cancer, diabetes, health visiting, and mental health. The most common areas of employment for advanced practice nurses were accident and emergency, mental health, ophthalmology and orthopaedics.

While it is clear that nurses are playing an increasingly prominent role in health care provision in the NHS, it is impossible to describe the exact scale and scope of this change. This is because there are no formal licensing criteria underpinning the job titles of nurse practitioner, advanced practice nurse or clinical nurse specialist. In consequence, there is no centralised information on the numbers or distribution of such staff. All such nurses will have been trained to degree level and undertaken postgraduate training in their specialist area. Many will hold a Masters degree, although this is not universal. The title “nurse practitioner” is arguably most often used to describe a registered nurse with additional postgraduate training who has lead responsibility for a defined area of health care provision in primary care. Given the difficulty of defining a nurse practitioner in the United Kingdom, we focus here on nurses working in these advanced roles in primary care whether or not they bear the title nurse practitioner.

Factors driving change

The factors motivating the extension in nursing roles are many and complex. In common with other developed countries, the NHS in England faces rising demand for health care, pressure to constrain costs, poor access to services in deprived urban areas, and medical workforce shortages. A common response to such challenges has been to extend the role of nurses into areas that were previously the domain of doctors alone. The expectation is that nurses can:

- enhance the quality of services provided by doctors;
- substitute for doctors in many areas, thus reducing demand for doctors; and
- reduce costs, as they are cheaper to employ than doctors.

In primary care, the biggest stimulus for change was brought about by the 1990 GP contract, which paid doctors to provide chronic disease clinics and to meet population target rates for vaccinations and cervical screening. GPs responded by employing nurses to provide these services.4 The larger practices were better able to find the money and other resources needed to extend nursing roles, and those practices which enhanced their skill mix in this way were best able to meet the new performance targets.3-7 Thus, economies of scale accelerated the growth in multidisciplinary team size and complexity.

This momentum is likely to be sustained and enhanced by the most recent GP contract of 2004. The contract is centred on the practice, not the individual GP, and a substantial proportion of the payment is linked to the attainment of quality of care targets for a range of common clinical conditions. This will provide a further impetus to the substitution of doctors by nurses in the management of minor illness, and the expansion of specialist roles for nurses, particularly in the management of chronic conditions, such as asthma, diabetes and heart disease.

Evidence for nurse effectiveness and efficiency

The results of a recent systematic review of the available research into nurse–doctor substitution suggests that, in the provision of first contact and ongoing care for unselected patients, nurses can...
provide as high quality care as GPs. Indeed, nurse-led care was in some respects superior to that of doctors in that nurses tended to give patients more information and patients were more likely to be satisfied. No aspects of care were identified in which doctors performed better than nurses. However, research to date has rigorously evaluated only a small part of the wide range of care that nurses provide.

Surprisingly few studies have been conducted into whether nurse–doctor substitution saves money or reduces doctors’ workload, but the available research suggests these gains are rarely achieved. This is because doctors continue to provide the same services as nurses, leading to duplication rather than substitution of care. Efficiency gains are possible only if active steps are taken to make doctors discontinue the services delegated to nurses and focus instead on the tasks that only doctors can perform. In most studies, savings on nurses’ salaries were offset by their lower productivity (due to longer consultations, higher patient recall rates and increased use of tests and investigations), leading to no overall reductions in cost. However, as salary differentials and productivity vary from place to place, cost savings are context dependent and may be achieved in some situations.

Health promotion is another of the principal areas of work in which nurses take the lead in delivering services. In most British general practices throughout the 1990s, nurses were responsible for carrying out well-patient health checks and providing lifestyle and other interventions in accordance with agreed treatment guidelines. Two large-scale randomised controlled trials showed that nurses were highly effective in screening patients and delivering appropriate health promotion advice, although the health gains for patients did not justify the costs.

The situation is more promising in other aspects of health promotion, such as cervical screening and childhood vaccinations. Here, there is good evidence from controlled trials that these activities are cost-effective in generating health gains for patients. Most of this health promotion work is organised and delivered by nurses, not doctors, and gains made in reducing inequalities in health and health care provision in England over the 1990s were achieved largely through the introduction of these nurse-led services.

Research shows also that nurses are highly effective in managing chronic diseases. The key element of effective care is service organisation. If care is well structured (ie, there is a patient register and recall system, with clinical reviews conducted in accordance with evidence-based guidelines), then health outcomes for patients are good. General practice diabetes clinics have been shown to provide as high quality care as hospital outpatient clinics when they are well structured. In coronary care, nurse-led specialist clinics appear to be as effective as doctor-led specialist clinics, and more effective than care provided by doctors in routine consultations. In other words, the evidence suggests that nurse-led chronic disease clinics offer higher quality clinical care than can be achieved by GPs in conventional practice.

Unintended consequences

There are, of course, unintended impacts of increasing team size and complexity.

Larger team size is a logical consequence of integrating nurses into primary care teams. As the number of staff in a team increases so do “transaction costs”. People need to spend increasing amounts of time conferring with each other, decreasing the amount of time available for direct patient care. As team size increases, a critical point is reached where transaction costs can outweigh the benefits of collaboration. Measuring transaction costs, however, is not easy, and existing research has little to offer by way of guidance on optimal team size. One study suggests team sizes should not exceed 10 people, but further research is needed to test the validity of this finding. Shared patient record systems, which all team members may contribute to and withdraw information from, have been advocated as one means of reducing transaction costs. Electronic medical records are the preferred option, as information can be transmitted quickly to wherever it is needed. It will be obvious that good team management and leadership can also reduce transaction costs. Nonetheless, the coordination of care remains more challenging in large compared with small teams, and the costs of this must be balanced against the benefits.

Personal continuity of care is valued by both patients and health care staff, particularly for more serious, psychological or family issues. Continuity of care has been shown to improve health outcomes for patients in some studies, although the wider evidence base remains divided and inconclusive. Larger team size is known to reduce personal continuity of care, as well as patient satisfaction with access to their preferred caregiver. On the other hand, rapid access for acute problems tends to be better with larger teams. The opportunities for specialisation within large teams may also bring about improvements to the quality of care for patients and enhance the range of services that can be provided. Whether these advantages outweigh the disadvantage of loss of personal continuity is unclear and merits further investigation.

Feasibility and sustainability

Several factors may limit the feasibility and sustainability of extending nursing roles.

First, there is a high capital cost involved in moving from solo GPs to large multidisciplinary teams, and nurses taking on new roles must be trained for this work. The evidence base is small, but research supports the view that clinical guidelines or protocols may help to facilitate the transfer of tasks from doctors to nurses while maintaining quality. Even so, the pace of service development in England in the 1990s often outstripped the ability of training programs to equip nurses for their new roles. A persistent challenge is the lack of research into what level of training should be required of a nurse undertaking extended roles in primary care. A systematic review of worldwide research into nurses working as substitutes for GPs found there was wide variation in nurses’ job titles and hence their likely qualifications. “Practice nurses”, “nurse practitioners”, “clinical nurse specialists” and “advanced practice nurses” were all found in such roles. Added to this difficulty is the lack of consistency among countries, and sometimes within countries, in the use of job titles such as “nurse practitioner”.

Second, professional regulatory bodies may limit the opportunities for extending nursing roles, and new legislation may be needed to remove unhelpful boundaries. England, for example, has responded by extending prescribing privileges to nurses and other health professionals to expand their role in health care provision. From spring this year, qualified nurses and pharmacists will be able to prescribe any licensed medicine for any medical condition — with the exception of controlled drugs.

Third, a valid concern which may be raised is who is legally liable when care is delegated from doctors to nurses. In England, each practitioner is liable for the quality of care he or she delivers.
Limitations in the research

Most studies of nurse–doctor substitution have included only small numbers of nurses, and very few have considered the potential for practitioner-related variation in outcomes. Patient samples have generally been too small to detect rare, but potentially serious, health outcomes such as missed diagnoses. An added concern is that studies to show the comparability of care by nurses and doctors need to be designed to have the power to assess equivalence, not difference, in outcomes. This has been done in only one study.8 The evidence base is further limited by the narrow range of nursing roles that have been rigorously evaluated. Nurses in the UK manage a more diverse range of patient problems than is currently represented in the research literature. As noted above, the potential for cost savings is context dependent and therefore needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Conclusions

Using nurse practitioners to substitute for and complement GPs is a plausible strategy for improving capacity in primary care without compromising the quality of care or health outcomes for patients. However, the capital costs of implementing such change can be high and there may be unintended effects on the continuity and coordination of patient care.
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